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when you open a new design, the first step is to open the digitizing tools plug-in and select the template. to do that, go to the insert menu, then select the digitizing tools plug-in. then click on the template dialog box and select the folder with templates. then click ok to exit the dialog box. now,
your design can be created in digitizing studio. after finishing the digitizing process, go back to the editor and select the embird menu, then embird editor. click the embird editor button to get the embird editor window. select the insert menu, then the text menu. in the text menu, choose the
digitizing tools plug-in. now, you can add objects and text by clicking on these objects in the dialog box. your new design can be saved in the desired format. sew simulator is a design application that allows you to run your designs in real time or save the designs in your embird directory for

later use. when running in real time, the needle will stitch at the same speed as in real embroidery. when saving your designs, the needle will stitch at the same speed as in real embroidery, but they will be saved in the embird directory in the correct order so they can be loaded later. you can
have more than one design loaded at a time. you can keep track of the number of stitches on the hoop. you can also see how each stitch is formed and the number of stitches in each row of a design. most of embird's settings can be changed by right clicking on the design icon in the upper left

corner of the window and choosing the appropriate settings. embird's settings do not save when you close the application.
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- ruler has several options, allowing you to display the ruler in 3 different colors. it can be divided into 4 zones and you can choose the colors to be displayed for each zone. in addition to the ruler, the drawing area can be divided and divided once again into 4 or 8 areas. a center line can also be
added to the ruler to help find the center of the design. - testimonial is used to insert, insert text into a design. if text is used in the design, the text will be shown in color. the text can be made to be single stitch lines, pairs or a combination of both. the text can also be made to be skewed

(rotated) by the same amount as the design. embird can also produce designs that are saved as part of a design package (see also plug-in). to produce such a design, open the sketch menu, and select new to create a new design document. select sketch\stitch tab, and the dialog box for the
new design will appear. the registration key is used to activate the plug-in. if you try to use the plug-in without the registration key, you will be warned that the key is no longer valid. the key is valid only for a period of time, and it will expire after a certain date. thus, you need to renew the

registration key within this period. i have a 22" monitor and it is too big for my laptop change the screen resolution to 1024 x 768. try it out if it doesn’t suit, then change it back. to change it again, go to options on the menu bar and select the size tab. change the options for the screen
resolution to 1024 x 768. the program is set for a basic display as this is all that is supported on all computers. 5ec8ef588b
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